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Why is a generative competition hard?

● Design challenges
○ What to generate? Image or text?
○ Very easy to cheat! 

● Evaluation challenges
○ Human evaluation is not feasible
○ Automatic (algorithmic) evaluation is difficult (more details next slide)
○ Challenging for existing Kaggle competitions infrastructure 

■ Need deep learning (pretrained, inference only) in evaluation algorithms
■ Need larger input data (images or pre-hashed image features) for evaluation algorithms
■ No ground truth!! 



Evaluating GAN - Inception Score concept

Saliency:
Lower entropy = easily 
classifiable = better 
quality images

Improved Techniques for Training GANs
T. Salimans, I. Goodfellow, W. Zaremba, V. Cheung, A. 
Radford, X. Chen, 2016 NIPS

Diversity:
Higher entropy = 
better diversity

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03498


Evaluating GAN - Memorization

“What if folks modify the training images and submit?”

○ Use 1-nearest neighbor to calculate minimum distance (in latent space) between generated 
and training images

○ Feature/latent space = pretrained model’s final layer (FC layer at last stage)
○ If memorization distance > threshold, penalize the FID by multiplying by a large number 

(=divided by the cosine distance [0,1] ) 



After trial and error, we designed our metric, MiFID: 
Memorization informed Frechet Inception Distance



● Chose FID instead of IS 
○ Robustness against noise and distortion
○ More computationally efficient 
○ Uses estimated mean/covariance of feature space distribution of both real and generated 

samples, and calculate the distance between the two (only up to 2nd order)

● Memorization: KNN distance in feature space
○ Uses cosine-distance

■ Computation performance
■ normalization to ensure it doesn’t dominate

Implementation details of MiFID

GANs Trained by a Two Time-Scale Update Rule Converge to a 
Local Nash Equilibrium M. Heusel, H. Ramsauer, T. Unterthiner, B. 
Nessler, S. Hochreiter, NIPS 2017

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08500
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08500


System Design for MiFID evaluation and public/private split

Public Private

Model Inception NASNet

Dataset ImageNet dogs of 
120 breeds, 20579 
images

ImageNet dogs +
Kaggle employees’ 
dogs +
Internet dogs

Implementation Pre-computed 
weights (20597 x 
2048) 

Pre-computed 
weights (~21000 x 
4032) 



Kaggle Notebooks - compute limit

● Submission is only allowed on Kaggle’s cloud computing service (Kaggle 
Notebooks) to prevent cheating

● Compute is not unlimited:



Competition Results



● 927 teams
● ~37,000 submissions



BigGAN won big! Still current state-of-the-art

● 4 of top 5 used BigGAN
● Top FID (public) = 31.06 compared 

to BigGAN 18.6
● Impressive engineering work due to 

compute time (9 hrs with GPU) and 
memory (13GB) limit

Large Scale GAN Training for High Fidelity Natural Image Synthesis, A. Brock, J. Donahue, 
K. Simonyan, 2019 ICLR

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11096
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Credit: Chris Deotte 
https://www.kaggle.com/cdeotte/big-gan-128-lb-12Credit: dog images show-off

Bad dogs Good dogs

https://www.kaggle.com/cdeotte/big-gan-128-lb-12
https://www.kaggle.com/c/generative-dog-images/discussion/97753


● Memorization GANs: Training a 
discriminator to fit the training set, 
freezing the discriminator, and then 
training the generator

Did our memorization score 
capture cheaters?



Conclusions

● User progression:
○ GANs are hard to train. They get pretty unstable and it’s a lot of work to get it 

right.  
○ Our community is very smart and impressive. The ability for people to work and 

learn together amazed us. 
● System design:

○ Our system design is decent in terms of giving real time feedback.
○ Having public/private scores eliminates overfitting/cheating potential. 

● Metric design:
○ MiFID works well and overall consistent with quality/diversity of images. 
○ Memorization score provides good distinction between cheating and legimite 

submissions. It is not perfect, as we still needed manual inspection. 



Team

● Lead:
○ Wendy Kan

● Research/Development
○ Colin Raffel
○ Phil Culliton
○ Andrew Ching-yuan Bai 

● Engineering
○ DJ Sterling

● Project Management
○ Julia Elliott 

● Funding
○ Anthony Goldbloom

● Super user testing
○ Will Cukierski
○ Mat Leonard
○ Jesper Sören Dramsch 
○ Sairam Sundaresan

● Advisors
○ Andrew Brock (BigGAN)
○ Thomas Unterthiner (FID)
○ Martin Heusel (FID)
○ Hubert Ramsauer (FID)
○ Ian Goodfellow



Join our large global family!



“Are you crazy?” - why we want generative models on Kaggle

● Are GANs better than other generative models?
● Drastically different from predictive modeling (no ground truth!)
● Already a lot of GAN content on Kaggle Notebooks 📈
● Addictively fun! 🙌



Evaluation metric for GANs remain controversial... 

Pros and Cons of GAN Evaluation Measures, A. Borji, CVPR 2018

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.03446


How GANs work

https://towardsdatascience.com/generative-adversarial-networks-explained-34472718707a

https://towardsdatascience.com/generative-adversarial-networks-explained-34472718707a


Evolution of a GAN in training

Epoch 0 Epoch 2000 Epoch 4000 Epoch 10000

*simple CGAN, trained on Wendy’s GCP VM with 2 GPUs, only took a few mins



BigGAN - current state of the art 

Large Scale GAN Training for High Fidelity Natural Image Synthesis, A. Brock, J. Donahue, K. 
Simonyan, 2019 ICLR

“Inception Score (IS) of 166.5 and Frechet 
Inception Distance (FID) of 7.4, improving over 
the previous best IS of 52.52 and FID of 18.6”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11096


How to evaluate generative models?

● Manual
○ Most “accurate” about quality
○ Too subjective
○ Way too labor intensive to have any meaningful coverage

● Machine
○ More objective
○ More consistent
○ Hard for machine to judge quality
○ Evaluate the difference of two distributions: real vs generated



● Public: Inception, Private: NASNet
● Overall scores are correlated with 

Pearson corr = 0.85
● Contrary to general belief, rankings 

of submissions do still change 
when the pre-trained model 
changes 

Did swapping the pre-trained 
model change public/private 
scores?



● The red (cheating) and the blue 
(legitimate) submissions have a 
nice separation of memorization 
distances.

● However, without human 
inspecting the code, we do not 
know where to draw the line for 
applying memorization penalty. 

● We had to find the first place 
where the method is legitimate 
and draw line there. 

● Even so, the penalty only applies 
for cheaters w/ distance < 
threshold

● Manually set MiFID to Max for 
cheaters

Our memorization distance 
separates the cheaters, but 
where is the line?

Final threshold


